
Responders can only transfer change requests if the change request is 
assigned to them. System Admins can transfer change requests at any time.

Key and additional explanation
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Emails are triggered by certain actions. They are clearly marked in the 
subject line 'For information only' or 'Action required'.

Reset buttons are only available to certain users and only if the CR is 
assigned to them: R=Responders, A=Approvers; SA=System Admins

Draft PDFs can be generated for checking at every stage in the process.
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'Change request submitted' emails: 
to 'creator' and 'responders'

'Change request approved' / 
'Change request rejected' email: to 

'creator', 'participants in CR'

'Change request transferred' email 
to 'transferee' (an 'approver')

'Change request being processed' 
email: to 'creator'
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'Change request transferred' email 
to 'transferee' (either another 
'responder' or an 'approver')

Reset to RIP
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Reset (SA only)

Reset to Submitted
(SA only)
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Cancel

'Pre-submission reset' email: to 
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'Reset to RIP state' emails: to 
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